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Nick De Leon Video
If you have not watched the Week 2 video with Ted Tagami and Nick De Leon, please do. In this video Nick
discusses constraints. Video  link click here.

'Every constraint is a gift. It is a gift that enables you to show your creativity and capacity to innovate.' 

'Every constraint is an opportunity to innovate'
'If you give a group of people complete leeway to design anything, they will design nothing'
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A designer’s approach to a problem begins
with an acute observation of the users and of
the system’s context and constraints.

Constraints may be:

Combinations of designing something that is
not only technically feasible and exciting, but
is truly desirable and commercially viable
should be your aim.

What is a Constraint?

Design constraints are limitations on a design. These include imposed limitations that you do not control,
and limitations that are self-imposed as a way to improve a design. 
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 Ted Tagami - CEO Magnitude.io
The impetus is on the customer like Mangitude.io to have well formed
constraints t provide to the designers. So that it is not an uninhibited mission
to do anything you want. 

You need to have very specific constraints. For example a CubeSats
constraints could include ;

https://vimeo.com/742931303

